In this paper, we propose a classification framework for finding the compound words from a given Sanskrit text. The compound word identification plays a significant role in learning the elucidations of verses in Ayurveda text books which are written in Sanskrit. This process was modelled using several classification algorithms and we examined their efficacy with varying word embedding dimensions. Sanskrit words were vectorized using fastText word embedding method. The results show that the performance of K-Nearest Neighbor is better than other classifiers and the prediction accuracy is 90.38%.
Introduction
Compound words (समास) are abundant in Sanskrit. These words are formed by joining two or more nominal words together and it is even possible to have a sequence of more than 10 words in a compound word (En.wikipedia.org, 2015) . Computational analysis of a compound word is hard because of its productive nature, unexpressed relationship between the component words and the semantics of a compound word often rely on the contexts (Krishna et al., 2016) . Generally, compound words in any language is an open set of words and can be constructed by obeying the sandhi rules in that language. However, the sandhi splitting does not impart the underlying meaning of a compound. To know the meaning of a compound, it is essential to identify the constituent words which in turn helps to learn the relationship between the words (Kumar et al., 2010) (Kulkarni and Kumar, 2011) . This can be achieved with the help of word segmentation algorithms (Huet, 2009) , (Reddy et al., 2018) , (Hellwig and Nehrdich, 2018) . These algorithms can segment all the words including compound words and it affects the understanding of texts written in verse (ोक) form.
Ayurveda has a long history and almost all the texts are written in Sanskrit. Approximately 67% of the compendium were framed in verse form with the motivation to memorize it easily (Panja, 2013) . Despite this advantage, it is difficult for a novice to understand the meaning of a verse accurately. Usually, most of the students who join for Ayurveda course have little knowledge in interpreting such verses. In addition to that, a substantial number of words in each verse belong to the category of compound words. The difficulty level of interpreting the meaning of a verse again increases due to the presence of these complex words. This hardness can be lessened by splitting the compound words into its constituents using aforementioned computational algorithms. However, one can elucidate the whole meaning of a verse only after achieving the Anvaya (अय) form. When we split the compounds before reordering the words may lead to the scattering of the constituent words and hence the reader loses the connection between the words as well as the meaning of the verse. Therefore, a computational tool for identifying the compound words before performing the word segmentation is required for an Ayurveda student to learn the concepts and meaning of a verse precisely.
In this paper, we propose a machine learning tool for distinguishing compound words from non-compound words. This task is modelled as a binary classification problem. Various classification algorithms (Alpaydin, 2009 ), (Soman et al., 2006 such as Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neigh-bor, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Logistic Regression and Adaboost were used for the classification. Input to the classifier is a word or a sequence of words and output is the class label which is either compound or non-compound. Input words are represented as vectors using fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) word embedding algorithm. We didn't use any linguistic features for this classification.
Sanskrit compounds and non-compound words
In English, words can be formed in multiple ways like compounding, prefixation, suffixation etc. (Bauer, 1983) , (Rajendran, 2000) . However, Sanskrit extensively uses compounding and affixation methods for the formation of words. Phrasal construction is also commonly used as a word formation scheme.
A compound is typically formed by combining two or more entities. These entities have their own existence when they occur independently. Affixation is a different way of word formation in which morphemes are added to a root word to obtain various word forms and is not a productive process. Unlike the components of a compound, constituent morphemes of an affixed word do not exhibit the properties of a normal word. In addition to that, compound words have the following characteristics (Kumar et al., 2010) , 
Method
The problem of identifying compound words from a Sanskrit document was modelled as a binary classification problem (Class labels are compound word class and other word class). Several machine learning algorithms such as Naïve Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Logistic Regression and Adaboost classifier were used to model the problem. The major ingredient of any machine learning algorithm is features. There are various approaches for converting words into vectors of which word embedding algorithms were used for feature representation. Word embedding algorithms are built over neural network architectures and are said to learn the semantic as well as syntactic similarities in a corpus. In this paper, fastText was used for embedding words as vectors. The fastText uses sub word information along with the typical word vectors which helps the algorithm to learn the character level as well as the sub word level information from a word. It helps to capture the minute morphological information which are hidden in the words. It is an important aspect for the computational processing of Indian languages because of their morphological richness. Apart from the fastText embedding, we didn't use any linguistic features for the representation of Sanskrit words.
Result: 1 -if the word is a compound word or 0 -if the word is not a compound word Read the data ; Fill the empty labels with zero (0). Thi label belongs to the class of non-compound words ; Replace compound word labels with one (1) ; Tokenize the sentence ; Apply Fasttext with parameters specified in the The compound word classification problem is a binary class problem and the words were represented using Fasttext word embedding algorithm. In this paper, we didn't use any linguistic information for representing the words.
Dataset description
We collected the tagged dataset from University of Hyderabad website 1 which contained decomposed compound words along with undecomposed non-compound words. The dataset contains 32,183 tokens and among which 17,479 are unique. The statistics of the dataset is given in Table 1 and 2.
Discussion
The classification problem was modeled using 8 classification algorithms, which were defined in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) python package, with fastText word embedding. We also tried with Word2vec and Doc2vec methods for word representation, but they failed to obtain vector representation for Out-of-Vocabulary (OoV) words which is very crucial in Natural Language Processing applications. The classification capability of the machine learning algorithms were evaluated using four metrics -accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score and the performance scores are given in Table 3 . The analysis shows that K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm performed better than other classification algorithms in terms of all the evaluation metrics. We finalized the evaluation scores after 3 runs of each model. Another trend we observed from the results was the non-linearity in the data. The data was found to be highly non-linearly separable in the feature space and it causes the linear classification algorithms like Support Vector Machine to perform poorly. These classification performance of these algorithms didn't improve further even after the feature mapping of the data points to an extremely higher dimensional space. Therefore, we came to the conclusion that the only way to enhance the performance of the classifier is to increase the number of data points in the corpus otherwise we have to incorporate certain linguistic features. Figure 2 (a) shows the confusion matrix heat-map. We also executed a 10-fold cross validation over the entire dataset and the cross validation heat-map is given in Figure 2 (b) .
The receiver operating characteristic curves of all the algorithms are shown in Figure 1 . It also shows the superiority of KNN over other classification algorithms in the identification of compound words. We also tested the performance of the algorithms with various embedding sizes. The analyses showed that the classification accuracy was better when the embedding dimension was 500. The increase in embedding beyond 500 didn't increase the performance of the algorithms to a significant level.
Classifier
Accuracy ( The optimal parameters for the KNN algorithm and fastText are shown in Table 4 . A grid search method was used to fix the optimal parameters of KNN whereas the fastText hyper parameters were determined after a series of runs with varying embedding dimensions.
Even though the training dataset contains segmented compounds, the classification model was able to pick out the compounds words from a set of words, which are not decomposed, taken from Ashtanga Hridayam (अादय). 136 words were selected for testing the potential of the trained model. This test dataset contained 43 compound words and 93 were non-compound words. The model was able to identify 41 compound words correctly, but it failed to classify the non-compounds properly with a prediction accuracy of 61.29%. The confusion matrix heat-map is shown in Figure 2 (c). We also used Sanskrit heritage engine to identify the compound words from the above mentioned test data. This engine was able to pick non-compound words with an accuracy of 98.92%, but at the same time failed to identify the compound words correctly (prediction accuracy = 46.51%). The confusion matrix is depicted in 2 (d).
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a machine learning approach for compound word identification from a Sanskrit text. Compound words can be constructed by joining two or more independent words and the resulting word conveys a common meaning which may or may not be related to the meanings of the component words. The identification of the compound words is important in learning verses in Ayurveda texts. In this paper, we investigated the implication of various machine learning algorithms with fastText word embedding algorithms in the classification of Sanskrit words into compound and non-compound words. We observed that, K-Nearest Neighbor classifier achieved the highest accuracy of 90.38% for an embedding dimension of 500. We also noticed that data is highly non-linearly separable which is the reason for SVM to give poor results. For this reason, the current model can be upgraded by adding more training examples. Moreover, the classification accuracy can further be increased by incorporating linguistic information which are specific to compounds and non-compounds.
